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Abstract
Introduction. The aim of the study was to determine the age, level of achieving maximum results and growth of reaction
time dynamics. Materials and methods. The study included 567 males of age between 7 and 22 years. Study materials
included the results of simple reaction time and complex reaction time during progressive period. Conclusions.
Progressive period of results' development lasts until the age of about 17-17.5, then stabilization of the analyzed results
was observe. The most dynamic growth of all types of reaction time was observed in the analyzed 7 and 8-year-old boys.
Key words: reaction time, coordination motor abilities, the rural population

Introduction
For many years the coordination motor abilities (CMA) have
been the subject of numerous scientific studies. Because of their
special role, the researches were carried out, which allowed the
isolation of specific CMAs, their internal structure and a variety
of measurement methods [1, 2, 3, 4]. Regardless of the structuration concept in all CMA classifications, rapid response capability stands out. It allows for rapid initiation and execution of
targeted, short-term motor operation in reaction to a specific
signal, which may involve the whole body or its parts. Its level is
indicated by the time elapsed since the activation signal to the
completion of a specific movement, which is referred to as the
response time [2, 5, 6]. It affects the efficiency of the following
processes: formation of receptor stimulation, excitation transfer
to the central nervous system, course of stimulation by nerve
centers, and formation of operating signal, the signal path from
the nervous system to the muscle, muscle stimulation with the
change of its tension and the initiation of motion [6, 7]. Response
time varies based on many factors, among others: on the genetic
control power, the age and sex of respondents, the number and
type of stimuli, the properties of the nervous system, stress,
training time, and the sportive level, health status, functional
asymmetry, the strength of the stimulus, the level of stimulation
and fatigue, the interval between successive stimuli [6, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. In psychology, there are three main types of
response times [16, 17, 18]: simple response time – involves
response to predetermined individual signals (e.g. sound); differential response time – occurs when the respondent only reacts to certain stimuli, where they should cause response, and
others should not cause any response; response time of choice –
involves choosing an appropriate motor response out of several
possible.
The work of Donders of 1868 (quoted in [15]), should be

considered as pioneering research on the response time –
demonstrated that simple response time is shorter than the
response time of choice, and the longest among all is the differential response time. It is generally accepted that the average
simple response time is about 220 ms, and the average differential response time is 384 ms. The variation of times depending
on the type of stimulus is also observed. In many scientific
studies, it was found that the response to the sound stimulus is
faster than response to visual stimulus. Average auditory response times oscillate within the limits of 140-160 ms, and the
response time to visual stimuli – 180-200 ms [12]. It is clear that
the response time increases with the number of possible stimulus-response reactions. In the literature, this relationship is
described as Hick's law [19], which states that the response time
increases in direct proportion to the logarithm of the number of
stimulus-response pairs. According to this law, with two pairs
of stimulus-response reaction time is extended by about 58% as
compared to the simple response time. When further increasing
the number of possible choices, the reaction time increases, but
not as intensely as before. With the increase of the number of
stimulus-response choices from 9 to 10, the response time is
increased only about 2-3% [18].
As is clear from a cursory analysis of the literature there are
no works determining the age at which individuals achieve
maximum results, and information what is the growth dynamics
of simple response time (to visual and auditory stimuli) and the
complex response time during progressive period. This information was the primary objective of this research. The study and
the results obtained will therefore constitute basis for answers
the following research questions:
1. What is the age at which respondents represent the peak
(best) performance of response times tested?
2. What is the level of peak performance of tested types of
response times?
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3. Does the set course of regression equations coincide with
arithmetic averages obtained from the research?
4. What is the dynamics of the tested response time increments
depending on their type and age of the subjects?
Material and methods
Study materials included the results of simple response
time to visual, auditory stimulus and complex response time
(with choice). The research was conducted in the years 20062012. The study covered 567 males of ages between 7 and 22
years, from the rural area population of Kraków. Continuous research was conducted on subjects between 7 and 11 years. From
the age of 14 years a cross-sectional material was available. The
subjects were arbitrarily divided into 7 groups according to
their chronological age (Tab. 1).
Before the first evaluated test, each subject underwent a test,
which was not recorded. The test was stopped when the trainer
noticed that the tested person completely understands what the
test is about. The subject always performed the test with dominant hand. The study used a portable Toshiba Satellite R15
tablet with touch screen and specially developed Jaworski's
computer test [20]. The study was conducted in a separate room
that was peaceful and quiet.
The scope of research covered:
· simple response time to visual stimulus. The subjects responded as soon as possible (by pressing the left mouse
button) to the white square emerging centrally. 10 tests
were performed, 2 extreme best and worst results were
discarded. Of the remaining results, the arithmetic average was calculated, the result was expressed in ms;
· simple response time to auditory stimulus. The subjects
responded as quickly as possible (by pressing the left
mouse button) to the laptop-generated sound signal. 10
tests were performed, 2 extreme best and worst results
were discarded. Of the remaining results, the arithmetic
average was calculated, the result was expressed in ms;
· complex response time (with choice). The subjects responded as quickly as possible (in accordance with the instructions by pressing the left or right mouse button) to the
emerging central white square or audible signal generated
by the laptop. 10 tests were performed, 2 extreme best and
worst results were discarded. Of the remaining results, the
arithmetic average was calculated, the result was expressed in ms.
In all three cases the so called absolute response time was
recorded, which is the total measure of sensory and motor component (pre-motor response time – only possible to assess using

of the EMG signal + motor time – the growth of muscle activity
to make a move). Thus, in the tests the time from the appearance
of the stimulus until pressing the mouse was recorded. This
type of measurement is particularly important in sport as well
as in medical research. The terms “simple and complex response time” should be understood like that in rest of the study.
Statistical methods of the materials' development:
1. The basic statistical characteristics of response times
studied in the distinguished fractions and chronological
age, and for each category of response times were calculated.
2. On the basis of curvilinear regression equations the
chronological age of subjects achieving the best result
for each type of response time were determined.
3. Using curvilinear regression equations the level of the
best result for each category of response times was also
determined.
4. The indicators of developmental progress and the pace of
development of the analyzed response times (in % of the
first year of the study) were calculated. The value of the
skills at age 7 was assumed as 100% [21].
Results
The level of analyzed response times of males in the
distinguished age groups of the chronological age are shown in
Table 1. It includes arithmetic averages defined on the basis of
research results, as well as designated on the basis of curvilinear regression equations. According to the analysis of arithmetic averages in the development of each ability, we can distinguish two periods: the progressive period and the period of
relative stability results (in the last age group).
Already a preliminary analysis of the results in Table 1
demonstrate that the best result in response times fell between
the averages in age group of junior high school students and academic students. In order to accurately estimate the minimum
average response time and the age at which it is derived, second
degree curvilinear regression equations were used. These equations, together with the level of development of the analyzed
response times are presented in Figure 1.
According to the analysis of Figure 1, the course of designated regression equations almost fully coincides with arithmetic averages obtained from studies for the given chronological age. This pattern was particularly evident in the age
range 7 to 15 years. A very good fit to the actual data of the proposed regression equations is also confirmed by a very high R2
rate. The model proposed for males explained between 97-98%
of the variability of visual and auditory response time and up

Table 1. Arithmetic average values of the analyzed response times in distinguished male chronological age groups (ms)

Males
Chronological age group

7 (x=7.35)
8 (x=8.35)
9 (x=9.35)
10 (x=10.35)
11 (x=11.35)
Junior High School
(x=14.26)
Academic students
(x=19.93)

Visual response time
The result of the
Result of research
regression equation
x
x
406.67
379.23
349.32
357.51
321.94
335.78
300.03
314.06
286.04)
292.34

Auditory response time
The result of the
Result of research
regression equation
x
x
342.86
325.33
304,07
307.32
275.09
289.32
265.36
271.32
250.37
253.31

Complex response time
The result of the
Result of research
regression equation
x
x
711.15
662.83
611.12
615.44
540.63
568.06
491.31
520.67
453.42
473.28

244.20

229.24

209.93

201.02

368.60

335.64

235.65

216.71

202.71

199.35

382.71

338.47
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about 99% of the complex response time. Thus, based on the
determined second degree regression equations one may
determine the age of achieving the best possible result and its
level with a high accuracy. The corresponding data for both
parameters are shown in Table 2.
CRW

450

y=1.7985x2–61.443x+747.79

400

R2=97.89
350
ms

CRW research

300
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namics of different types of response times. The value of skills
in the first year of research was assumed as 100%. Suitable data
of the analyzed response times are shown in Table 3. The most
dynamic growth of all types of response times were observed
between 7 and 8 years of age of the tested boys. This amounts to
approximately 11% and 14% depending on the type of response
analyzed. From the age of approximately 11 years, the growth
dynamics rate considerably decreases, as is only about 3%. The
total increase in skills discussed (in relation to the result in 7
years of age) was approximately 41-47%.
Table 2. Age of achievement of the best result and its level (in ms)
determined on the basis of the curvilinear regression equations

regression line

Males

250

Variable
200
5

10

chronological age

15

20

CRS

400

y=1.3908x2–48.445x+616.65

350

R2=98.63

Age of achieving Best score
(xmin)
the best result

Visual
response time

17.08

223.01

Auditory
response time

17.42

194.61

Complex
response time

16.52

335.69

300
ms

CRS research

250

regression line

Parameter
The regression y=1.7985x2–
equation 61.443x+747.79
97.89
R2 [%]
The regression y=1.3908x2–
equation 48.445x+616.65
98.63
R2 [%]
The regression y = 4.2783x2–
equation 141.32x+1502.7
99.17
R2 [%]

200
150
5

10

chronological age

15

20

Table 3. The advancement and dynamics growth of the tested ability
in males

Result of research
CRZ

400

Variable Parameter
y=4.2783x2–141.32x+1502.7
R2=99.17

350
300
ms

CRS research
regression line

250
200
150
5

10

chronological age

15

20

Visual
response time
Auditory
response time
Complex
response time

ZR%
d%
ZR%
d%
ZR%
d%

7
100
100
100
-

8
85.90
-14.10
88.68
-11.32
85.93
-14.07

9
79.16
-6.74
80.23
-8.65
76.02
-9.91

Age
10
73.78
-5.38
77.39
-2.84
69.08
-6.94

11
70.34
-3.44
73.02
-4.37
63.75
-5.33

14.26
60.04
-10.30
61.22
-11.80
51.83
-11.92

19.93
57.94
-2.10
59.12
-2.10
53.81
1.89

ZR% – progress of feature development in age category n, where % value of the
first test at the age of 7; d% = ZR%n - ZR%n-1 where: ZR%n value of the feature
in age category n (%), ZR%n-1 value of feature in the previous year of study (%)

Key: CRW – visual response time, CRS – auditory response time,
CRZ – complex response time

Figure 1. Changes in the level of tested response times during
progressive period, according to the age

Based on the data presented in Table 2, it can be concluded
that the period for obtaining the best results in visual response
time is the age of about 17 years. Then, the auditory response
time – the age of about 17.5 years. In turn, almost a year younger
the boys presented the best results in complex response times.
And analyzing the results according to the category of the test
time, it was found that the best results were obtained for auditory response time (194 ms), then a visual response time (223
ms) and finally complex response time (335 ms). Based on the
drawn curvilinear regression line one may conventionally
assume that the stabilization period (best results) of the times
analyzed is at the age between 17 and 20 years of age.
With material from continuous research, and bearing in
mind the above described regularities, the analysis also dealt
with assessment of the development level and growth of dy-

Discussion
To test the simple and complex response time a specially
designed computer program was used that runs on a tablet. The
inspiration for this approach involved developed and improved
for many years computer tests of coordination motor abilities
[22, 23]. Authored set of tests has been successfully verified in
pilot studies in terms of reliability and validity, i.e. very important criteria for the credibility of test use in practice. Indicators
of the reliability of authored test set ranged from 0.76 to 0.93
[20]. Thus it was characterized by appropriate integrity for this
type of tools – also postulated in other studies [22, 23, 24, 25].
As mentioned in the introduction, one of the factors influencing the level of response time are genetic conditions. By far
the most numerous studies related to genetic simple response
time, determined on the basis of twin studies. In contrast, most
studies of simple response time heritability based on family materials were so far carried out in Poland (review of studies [26]).
In general, based on the data we can conclude that high levels of
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heritability of this feature were demonstrated in earlier work
based on the materials of twins (h2 0.56 to 0.86), whereas the
results of recent, methodologically correct work do not support
these suggestions. In turn, family studies suggest that the heritability of the characteristic indicators is in the range from 0.18
to 0.56. Thus, simple response time belongs to features of
a weak genetic control. There is a very modest output relating to
the power of genetic conditioning of complex response time
[20, 27]. On the basis of only two reports one certainly cannot
draw a clear conclusion about the strength of genetic control.
Then a very important factor in determining the level of response time is the kind of stimulus to which respondents respond. In own studies, a very characteristic pattern of the arithmetic averages of the times was obtained. Namely, the best results were obtained for auditory response time, then visual response time, and finally response time of choice. This pattern is
evident in each chronological age group. The results obtained
are also confirmed by the data of other authors [12, 15, 28]. To
some extent, it is probably due to the way the stimulus reaching
the brain. Research shows that the auditory stimulus reaches
the brain in about 8-10 ms [29], and visual stimulus only after
about 20-40 ms [30]. The difference between the distinguished
types of responses is maintained regardless of whether we are
dealing with the simple or complex response [31]. In turn, the
response time to touch is located between the results of the
visual and auditory response time and equals to the average of
about 155 ms [17]. Also, the results [32] confirm that shortest
response times are to the auditory and sensory stimuli, which is
caused by the fast processing of audio information by auditory
receptors and short duration of the afferent impulse transmission to the brain.
Another very important factor influencing the response time
is the age of the respondents. The results of comparative studies
indicate that until the age of about 20 years we are dealing with
a period of progress. The obtained own results also confirm the
observations. During the entire period studied there occurred
improvement in performance, and peak capabilities were observed between 17 and 20 years of age. In turn, based on years of
longitudinal research, Hirtz [33] found that at age of 17 the response time reaches its maximum. Similar timeframes were
also obtained in the present study. Then, until about 50-60 years
of age gradual deterioration of results is observed. The rapid involution changes in both sexes are noted after approximately 70
years of age [12, 34, 35]. However, given the intra-individual diversity it should be noted that already in the progressive period,
in the area of coordination capacity in approximately 20% of
subjects stagnation is noted, and even regress in 10% [36, 37].
Many cited authors emphasize that coordination capacity develop in different directions, but the greatest increases are observed between 7 and 11-12 years of age. The results of their
ongoing research regarding the growth dynamics of response
time, are also consistent with these observations.
Conclusions
On the basis of the presented research results, the following
conclusions consistent with the purpose of the work may be
drawn:
1. Tested response times indicated that the progressive period
of results development lasts until the age of about 17-17.5
years, then the analyzed ability stabilizes.
2. A system of response times depending on the category was
characteristic. The shortest time was obtained for the
auditory response, then visual, and then the longest for the
complex response.
3. Peak scores were presented by the subjects at earliest time in
the case of complex response time, a little later in the case of
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visual response, and at the end in the case of auditory
response.
4. The most dynamic growth of all types of response times was
observed between the age of 7 and 8 in tested boys.
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